be	INTRODUCTION,
-or less civilised large masses of people, such as the
Dravidians and other aborigines, not by conquering or
annexing their territories, but by settling amongst them
and exerting the irresistible influence .of intellectual and
spiritual superiority.
From a very remote period, India has been divided
into a number of small principalities. Megasthenes
counted 118, and Hiouen Thsang, 76. The kings who
were most powerful exacted submission from weaker
We have given above some of the distinctive traits in the national
character of the Hindus; we need hardly say, there are black sheep
among them as among other peoples. In this connection, Jiowever, the
following observations by Major Evans Bell are very apposite:
"It will,however, be hardly necessary for me to quote contemporary
and notorious cases of unveracity, and bribery, and cheating, in both
high and low stations of our own countrymen both in England and in
India, to show that as a nation we are not as yet justified in throwing
the first stone	We wash our dirty linen at home;  but the
foulest rags of India are carefully selected and ostentatiously displayed
as the habitual costume of the most respectable class of natives,."
"How indignant we are, how we vituperate the native character on
discovering some petty pilfering or embezzlement on the part of our
domestic servants. Surely, the lamentations of English house-keepers
regarding the marvellous consumption of tallow candles, and the
expansion of "kitchen stuff," the necessity of locking the tea-caddy,
and keeping a key for the beer-barrel, must be pleasant jests; and the^
complaints of bachelors against lodging house-keepers for levying black
mail on their coal and cold meat were never heard of before the perfor-
mance of the farce of Box and Coy, and have no existence except In its
scenes. Spoons never disappear mysteriously except in India/*
'*The English in India,"   pp. 116-117, 16*1,

